
Name : _____________________
Email: ______________________
( your email will never be sold or given to anyone )

Date of Birth: __________

Have you had Covid 19 or been exposed to anyone who has Covid 19 for the last 14 days?______
(if yes please do not attend for the safety of others )
Have you had a Covid 19 Vaccine in the last 14 days ? _____ 
(if yes please do not attend for the safety of others)
Do you currently have any flu like symptoms? ______
(if yes please do not attend , stay home and rest and get better)

Do you have Health or Mental Health Conditions : Please list any medical conditions, such as high
blood pressure, heart condition, seizures or epilepsy, have a pacemaker, schizophrenia or other
extreme mental health condition ?
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Are you Pregnant ? _____ 
(If yes, if you are in the first 3 months of pregnancy, we ask you to not attend as the loud sounds and detox is
not healthy for first term pregnancy)
Did you recently have surgery of any kind ? _____  
(if you have had surgery in the last 7 days we ask you to please not attend )
Are you allergic to young living thieves essential oil ? ______
(We defuse this during the sound bath to help keep any virus away)

Emergency Contact _____________________

(Please know that if you have a tendency to fall asleep and snore during the sound bath someone might
gently wake you up, so you do not disturb other participants. You may lie on your side if its more
comfortable )

Signature : _____________________________
Date:_____________

Ethereal Sound

info@etherealsound.net
www.etherealsound.net

Sound baths by Serina Wolf



In consideration of being permitted to participate in any way in Etherealsound.net
Serina Sahakian (Wolf), the undersigned hereby acknowledges that the following was explained to me and
or agree to the following:

 1. I understand and agree that, if any time, I feel anything to be unsafe, I will immediately take all
 precautions to avoid the unsafe area and refuse to participate further.
 2. I fully understand and acknowledge that: (a) Sound Meditation can bring up emotions, toxins and
 feelings in the body and mind (b) The social and economic losses or damage which could result
 from these risks may be severe to some cases(c) These symptoms maybe be caused by the action,
 inaction or negligence of the participant or the action, inaction or negligence of others, including,
 but not limited to the releases named below (d) There may be other risks not known to us or are
 not reasonably foreseeable at this time.
 3. I accept and assume such risks and responsibilities for the losses and or danger following any
 injury, disability, paralysis or death, however caused and whether caused in whole or in part by the
 negligence of the releases named below.
 4. I hereby release, waive, discharge and covenant not to sue Etherealsound.net, Serina Sahakian (Wolf)
and the facility used by the participant, including its owners, managers, promoters, lessees of premises use
to conduct the fitness event or program, premises and event inspectors, underwriters, consultants and
others who give recommendations, directors, or instructions to engage in risk evaluation or loss control
activities regarding the facility or events held at such facility and each of them, their directors, offers, agents
employees, all for the purposes herein referred to as “Release" From all liability to the undersigned, my/our
personal representative, assigns, executors, heirs and next to kin. For any and all claims, demands, losses or
damages and any claims or demands therefore on accounts of any injury, including but not limited to the
death of the participant or damage to property, arising out of or relating to the events caused or alleged to
be caused in whole or in part by the negligence of the release or otherwise.
5. Each of the undersigned further expressly agrees that the foregoing release,waiver,and indemnity
agreement is intended to be as broad and inclusive as is permitted but the law of the province or state in
which the event is conducted and that if any portion is held invalid , it is agreed that the balance shall, not
with standing continue in full legal force and effect.
6. On behalf of the participant and individually, the undersigned partners and or legal guardians for the
minor participants execute this waiver and release. If despite this release, the participant makes a claim
against any of the releases, the parent and or legal guardians will reimburse the release for any money,
which they have paid to the participant, or on his behalf, and hold them harmless.
7. I am attending at my own risk for Covid19 or any mutate forms of Covid19 and Etheralsound,  Serina
Sahakian(Wolf) is not responsible for my current or future health. 

I have read this release and waiver or liability, assumption of risked and indemnity agreement, fully
understand its terms, understand that I have given up substantial rights by singing it and have signed it
freely and voluntarily without any inducement assurance or guarantee being made to me and intend my
signature to be complete and unconditional release of all liability to the greatest extent allowed by law.

Printed Name of Participant
Date Signed
Signature of Participant 

Ethereal Sound
Release and Waiver of Liability and Indemnity Agreement


